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This article considers the ways in which educators and learning societies in Zambia and
Zimbabwe have had to struggle to create independent, democratic and critical curricula in
difficult circumstances over the last 50 years in the context of historical shifts in power, a
declining British Empire and the re-emergence of reactionary forces at a time when democ-
racy is in retreat. It is argued that democratic learning societies depend on relationships with
progressive social movements which most non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and
their allies in lifelong education, claiming to constitute civil society do not represent. In
Zambia the labour movement and its educational programmes have had to contend with the
brutal application of neo-liberalism and imposed structural adjustment programmes. These
latter were also imposed in Zimbabwe and in both countries resulted in the decimation of
public education and health programmes, appalling human suffering and unemployment, all
exacerbated the by the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The issues of land reform in Zimbabwe, its
suspension from and quitting the Commonwealth, the demonization of President Mugabe,
and the recent March 2005 election victory for Zanu-PF are analysed. The courage and dedi-
cation of so many educators in both countries are overwhelming but the article concludes that
the learning society, rich culture, knowledge base and intellectual potential may be in danger
from poverty, unemployment, exploitation and disease.

Learning societies come and go depending on historical shifts in power. They are
not linear developments in the creation of critical, moral and democratic societies.
They depend on constant struggle to develop and sustain critical, democratic and
moral curricula in the face of reactionary forces which emerge and re-emerge. The
long and often tragic history of Greek, Hellenistic and Byzantine Empires and soci-
eties and their democratic and undemocratic legacies, intellectual development and
culture is a demonstration of this flux, as are the Tsarist, Leninist and Stalinist
Empires. During the Second World War, when the Soviet Union played a major part
in defeating Nazism, Stalin was known in the West as ‘Good Old Joe’, despite the
appalling purges of the 1930s. This soon changed, after 1945, into the Cold War and
its effects on Africa were to create conflicts between East and West on African soil,
falsely termed ‘civil wars’. The murder of the Congo’s elected leader Patrice
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596 DAVID ALEXANDER

Lumumba and his eventual replacement by the Western-backed dictator Mobutu is
but one example. With the collapse of the Soviet Union the West no longer needed
the support of the apartheid regime in South Africa and after the prolonged struggle
of the African National Congress, the PAC, the labour movement and the SA Commu-
nist Party Mandela was released and Chris Hani murdered in mysterious circum-
stances. We should not forget that Israel cooperated with the apartheid regime in
military weapons development. In 1991 in Zambia, when President Chiluba was
elected to replace Kaunda, his first act in foreign affairs was to recognize Israel, which
is an indication of where some of his support was coming from. Clare Short, while
at the British Department of International Development, said that Mozambique
lacked human capacity: these are the people who defeated the Portuguese, helping
to cause a revolution in Portugal itself and had to struggle against Renamo, backed
by the apartheid regime and the illegal Smith government in Southern Rhodesia,
where Britain was the legally sovereign power. Sometimes history does repeat itself
as tragic farce. In this article I will give two examples of this flux from another empire
in decline, in this case the British Empire and the attempts of two countries, Zambia
and Zimbabwe, to build learning societies in extremely difficult circumstances.

We now live in times when democracy is in retreat. The ‘New World Order’ and
neo-liberal right conflate democracy with the venality of the ‘free market’ and base
themselves on an ahistorical and depthless language of moral despair and political
and cultural illiteracy. Increasing poverty, human suffering and inequalities in the
world created by these forces are clear. Their allies, the fearful in adult education
and lifelong learning, have become professionalized and removed from democratic
and progressive social movements. Many become part of the neo-liberal supporting
camouflage of NGOs and voluntary groups who claim to be fighting for human rights
in a democratic civil society in, for example, Zimbabwe. In Zimbabwe many of these
NGOs are funded by the West to promote ‘regime change’. We should, I think, more
critically take into account the political project promoted by neo-liberals that NGOs,
largely northern funded, constitute civil society in a democracy liberated from the
state. First there are interconnections between states, political authority and civil soci-
ety. Secondly civil society may in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and elsewhere, for exam-
ple possibly Ukraine recently, be being captured not by the local state but by the falsely
termed ‘donor community’, whose purpose is to extract cheap natural resources and
labour at unfavourable commodity prices and exploitative internal and external
terms of trade in the ‘free market’. That is civil society might not be a place of peaceful
democratic politics and learning societies. Hearn (2001: 43) remarks, ‘civil society
is a potential battleground. It also constitutes an arena in which states and other
powerful actors intervene to influence the agendas of organized groups with the
intention of defusing opposition.’ The question is, as always: ‘What is to be done?’

It should be clear that the nature and quality of the curriculum, its control,
purposes, content and social distribution are the central and concrete issues for
educators in a learning society concerned with social transformation, equity, social
justice and democracy. This is our job. Adult education has historically been associ-
ated with progressive social movements involving primary organizations of the work-
ing class. In Zambia this has been done together with the Zambia Congress of Trade
Unions. Curricula in learning societies have been concerned with political, philo-
sophical, scientific and moral issues related to social justice, equity and mutuality.
Liberty and the struggle for it have been and are seen to be grounded in a way of
life, in a culture and learning society in which individual and civil liberty are mutually
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BEYOND A LEARNING SOCIETY? ZAMBIA AND ZIMBABWE 597

embedded and are not merely a matter of individual choice. It may be that the only
human rights worth having are not given or legislated for but have to be mutually
taken. Lynn Segal (1991: 91) argues that there are weaknesses in the newer social
movements, ‘without access to the resources of strengthened social democratic
reformist structures, as decentralized and as accountable as possible, and without
strong trade unions, the social movements (particularly as considered by theorists of
difference) can offer little more than the enjoyment of an endless game of self-
exploration played out on the great board of Identity.’

The currently hegemonic neo-liberal project is to remoralize society and educa-
tion on the basis of individual free choice in the marketplace and reduce active
mutual citizenship to individual consumer rights.

The brutal application of neo-imperialism, neo-liberalism, the free market and
imposed structural adjustment programmes in Zambia has resulted in involuntary
illiteracy and deschooling since Universal Primary Education (UPE) was in sight in
the mid-1970s, mass unemployment and under-employment, famine, malnutrition,
poverty, inequality, debt, disease, the destruction of public health and education
services based on principles of equity and the ongoing attempt to destroy economic,
industrial and social democracy. It is time that professional educators attending
international conferences setting targets for literacy and human resource develop-
ment perceived to be necessary for economic development and poverty reduction
understood these analyses. They have been available since at least the late 1970s,
when the manpower development approaches of the 1950s and 1960s were discred-
ited and are now ‘reborn’ in the dogma of neo-liberal economics, the rolling back
of the state and human resource development. These analyses probably are under-
stood but do not suit the dominant morality of self-interest and so are ignored and
marginalized. Boyle (1999) demonstrates once more that progressive, equitable
reform in education is not possible without socially just economic reform, though
there are essential inter-relationships. As in the 1960s and 1970s, notions of the ‘dual
economy’ and ‘trickle-down effect’ have been shown not to benefit the vast majority
in the 1990s and early 21st century, despite the managerial terminology which speaks
of participation, empowerment and local democratic control but maintains central
political, military and economic power. If there is doubt about the reality and
marginality of SSA in the minds, values and purposes of currently dominant
economic and cultural forces, these are made explicit in the words of Paul Collier,
Professor of Economics at Oxford University and recently Research Director of the
World Bank’s development economics department at a seminar at Bradford Univer-
sity in 1997. He said, ‘African governments must do the unthinkable, the politically
and socially unacceptable, in order to attract foreign investment’ and that ‘foreign
direct investment in Africa must wait until the labour market tightens in China.’
Zambia since 1991 has done the first but must clearly wait until the latter happens –
FDI and growth in China still relies on cheap labour. The point is that this not the
‘invisible hand’ of the market and our work as educators must be to expose it.

These are the dominant issues to be addressed by educators. George Shire, a
Zimbabwean, did so in his comments and question to Wole Soyinka after Soyinka’s
BBC Radio 4 Reith Lectures March 2004: ‘Your main point is that power cannot be
seen in relation to just struggles over land and resources and that you are interested
only in power as a personal attribute of a dictator, part of the human condition, the
immaculate conception. You seem to be suggesting that a collective exercise of
power is merely an aggregation of individuals who want power. There is no concept
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598 DAVID ALEXANDER

of history, the social, or of culture. Power in your hands has nothing to do with poli-
tics, resources, the real issues of conflict … Your characterization of those who have
too much power are those who are perceived by the mainstream press to have too
much power (Mugabe etc.) – you make no reference to people who actually control
most of what happens in the world (the US President, heads of multinational
companies, generals etc.) because their power is naturalized. We do not regard it as
their personal attribute. It is unproblematic, unnoticed, generally accepted power.’

US Secretary of State, Condoleezza Rice, accused by some members of Congress
of making at best misleading statements in the run-up to the present war in Iraq,
recently named Zimbabwe as ‘an outpost of tyranny’, continuing the demonization
of Mugabe as an object of ‘regime change’ rather than addressing the central issues.
This means that Mugabe rejects the generally accepted power and we should know
that real and central issues are equitable ownership of land and resources, together
with much more favourable terms of trade as they are in South Africa, where 80% of
land is owned by whites and corporations, and in Zambia. This ignorant and arro-
gant statement from Rice came just ahead of Thabo Mbeki’s visit to Zimbabwe to
assess the level of compliance with regional electoral guidelines ahead of the March
2005 elections.

If it is not out of place, I would like to provide a personal experience in the histor-
ical context of the British Empire and Northern Rhodesia/Zambia 1962–1965, as I
think it is an illustration of the difficulties there are in creating learning societies.
Zambia obtained its independence from the British in October 1964. One of the tasks
given to me by the District Commissioner in 1962 was the conduct of industrial rela-
tions between white British and Boer farmers in Mkushi District and black labour.
What I meant to do was increase the miserable rates of pay, poor housing, job security
and health conditions for African workers, in negotiation with white farmers. There
were frequent disputes and the usual assumption of white farmers was that I would
use my authority to put down any withdrawal or threat of withdrawal of labour. My
response was that better pay and conditions, humane treatment and equal negotia-
tions with African workers would be likely to result in large increases in productivity.
I always talked to the workers and their leaders because I wanted to know both sides
of the dispute and not only the view of the white farmer. This approach infuriated
most white farmers and led them to hate and despise me. They called me a ‘kaffir
lover’. I encouraged them calmly to listen to the workers and their representatives
but they were convinced that they knew the African mentality and continued to shout
only orders and commands. I did try very hard to understand white farmers and their
families but they were clearly not going to change quickly their view that Africans
were subhuman and inferior, responding only to shouting, threats, violence and at
best a patronizing philanthropy which Africans found insulting. The result for most
of these white farmers and their families who did not speak to or be with as human
equals the vast majority of the people around them were personalities full of hatred,
anger, violence and fear. A great deal of political, economic, social, educational and
cultural change was going to be needed before a learning society could be developed,
and much was achieved by Zambian political parties and the labour movement. The
experience and hostility I had to take from other colonial officers and police and
the white farmers formed a sound basis and strongly influenced my attachment to
the importance of maintaining independent critical thought and action in the face
of apparently dominant reactionary opposition, which also surfaced in many later
work situations in education. I was sustained by the moral and intellectual support
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BEYOND A LEARNING SOCIETY? ZAMBIA AND ZIMBABWE 599

of many Zambians. The experience formed an important basis for a lifetime’s
involvement in teaching and research at the Universities of Zambia and Edinburgh,
together with the labour movement in Zambia and its workers’ education
programmes. Curricula developed for and with students from illiterate to postgrad-
uate level were, I think, deeply affected by this three-year experience. Many Zambian
trade unionists and workers’ educators were later my allies and teachers and always
knew the significance of independent control of critical, democratic curricula and
the difficulties to be faced in creating a learning society. It is not out of place to name
just five, although there were many more: Basil Kabwe, Herbert Silungwe, Willie
Kasase and Peter Mulenga, all Directors of Workers’ Education in the Zambia
Congress of Trade Unions, and Emmanuel Chalabesa, Principal of the President’s
Citizenship College. The playwright and educator Kabwe Kasoma, Stella Kasase and
my friend, student and teacher, Thompson Kumwenda, were also of much influence
in this context. The point is that in the flux and difficulties these educators never
betrayed their democratic values and purposes in relation to curriculum.

On the part of the British Empire and Colonial Office there was an almost total fail-
ure to develop education, agriculture and health as a basis for a successful indepen-
dence. This was an appalling moral, economic, political, social and cultural failure
on the part of a supposedly ‘civilized’ power. A major part of the colonial legacy of
economic exploitation of copper and the agricultural policy of providing cheap
food for the towns and mineworkers, which helped keep black wages down, was the
failure to recognize the intelligence, intellectual potential and rich culture of the
Zambian people. This continues in the current global hegemony and its failure to
write off Zambia’s ‘debt’.

Until Independence, child, adult and youth education had been neglected. The
educational legacy of the British Empire was that in 1964 one million adults (two-
thirds of the then adult population) were illiterate or sub-literate. The great majority
of the rural population had never been to school. Only 15% of men and 3% of
women had more than four years’ primary education. Only 1200 African Zambians
had obtained secondary school certificates. The total number of African university
graduates was just over 100. Nor due to the racism practiced by white trade unions,
the corporations and the genuflectory policy of the colonial administration, which
treated Zambian workers as rural tribesman and migrant labour, did Zambia possess
a stable, skilled and educated workforce based on copper and secondary industry.
No Zambians were allowed to take skilled apprenticeships, which, together with
geologists, minerealogists, scientists and technicians, should have formed a vibrant,
developmental and progressive learning society

Zambians did however develop one of the best organized labour and trade union
movement in SSA, beginning in the 1930s, which continues today in a climate even
more hostile to trade unions. The major base of the labour movement on the
Copperbelt played an essential part in the economic and political resistance to colo-
nial rule, the Central African Federation and European domination. Industrial
action from 1935 to the early 1960s brought about the realization that the mines
could not operate without the participation of African workers. Emerging class
consciousness overrode tribal affiliations and resulted in the formation of autono-
mous social institutions in the labour movement. The major political parties the
African National Congress and the United National Independence Party needed
their support but there was no formal alliance or incorporation. Formal trade union
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600 DAVID ALEXANDER

structures were formed after the Second World War and much informal indepen-
dent workers’ education took place through meetings, organization and industrial
action. These traditions resulted in the Zambia Congress of Trades Unions (ZCTU)
establishing a Department of Workers’ Education in 1968, with regular funding from
the check-off system. Individual trade unions also had their own workers’ education
programmes. This educational work provided the movement with its own intellectu-
als and educators. Zambian trade unions and their educators have sharp perspectives
on the relationships between knowledge, power, political organization and control
of curriculum as a result of their history and their understanding that workers’
education is not only concerned with training in the skills of trade union work, essen-
tial as this is, but with education which would act as a basis for social change. These
programmes and traditions owed little to the British Empire or the Colonial Office.

Health and agriculture, like education, were not developed. In these fundamen-
tal areas the colonial legacy was an ignorant neglect.

Since the application of ‘free market’ solutions in 1991 and the crushing of the
Kaunda government’s ‘Growth from our own Resources’ plan produced in 1987
after leaving the International Monetary Fund (IMF), there has been an increase in
overall poverty. In 1998 in a population of over 10 million, 72% were in overall
poverty and 57% in extreme poverty. In the rural areas extreme poverty was at 70%,
but poverty is rising quickly in the urban areas due to failing industries and rising
unemployment (Alexander 1997; Mpuku and Muneku 2001; UNDP 2001). The situ-
ation is worse today. Until three decades ago, Zambia was one of the most prosperous
countries in SSA. By 1975, for example, education was taking 30% of recurrent
government expenditure, 86% of those between 7 and 14 were in primary education
and a network of rural clinics had been developed. In the mid-1970s the price of the
main export copper collapsed and the price of oil, of which Zambia and Zimbabwe
have none, increased sharply and exposed the UNIP government’s main failure,
which was not to invest sufficiently in agriculture and related industries. One effect
of the increase in the price of oil was that rural clinics could no longer keep vaccines
as the refrigerators run on paraffin. In 1980 I was in a village when a man died of
rabies due to the lack of vaccine. Mining, the driving force of the Zambian economy,
declined for a long time, pulling down other sectors that depended on it. This has
resulted in unemployment and in the failure of the state to provide basic services in
education, health and water that it provided so well in the past. Teachers and nurses
now cannot live on their salaries and have no housing. There are few teaching mate-
rials, including pens and paper. In the 1990s and early 21st century, the HIV/AIDS
pandemic and other diseases have worsened poverty: ‘At the time when resources
were already low, HIV/AIDS has increased the disease burden beyond the individual
level to adversely impact on the economics of the family, the health system, the work-
ing environment as well as human capital and many others’ (Ministry of Finance and
National Planning 2002:13). Kofi Annan was asked in a recent radio programme
whether he felt the word ‘ injustice’ was sufficient to describe the response of the
rich countries to the AIDS/HIV human catastrophe in Africa: he said no, it was
‘callous’. On a recent visit to Zambia, Stephen Lewis, the UN Secretary General’s
special envoy on HIV/AIDS to Africa, said that he did not agree with the dogmatic
impositions and conditionalities seen as vital by the international financial institu-
tions for Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC), as the presence of the HIV/AIDS
pandemic affected Zambia’s capacities deeply. He said that for Zambia to rebuild its
capacity she must have the flexibility to pay decent salaries to workers and that official
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BEYOND A LEARNING SOCIETY? ZAMBIA AND ZIMBABWE 601

development aid should increase for Zambia, to help it address problems in health
and education: ‘This is the test for the Western world to increase foreign aid and
write off debt’ (Zambia Post, 27 January 2005). Employment in the formal sector is
down to less than 10% of the labour force, which is 4.2 million. Poverty levels are
now at 80% and higher in the rural areas. Any growth is jobless. ‘Privatisation in
Zambia has resulted in the direct loss of over 61,000 jobs … Zambia’s per capita
income has been falling over the years and similarly its national savings, which by
1999 was 15% of real GDP quite inadequate to fund desirable or sustainable devel-
opment. As such, Zambia relies on foreign investments. However, over the years
direct foreign investment has been elusive despite Zambia having the most libera-
lised economy in the SADC region. Zambia now ranks among the poorest and Least
Developed Countries in the world’ (Zambia Congress of Trade Unions 2002: 5–6).
The economy cannot absorb the growing labour force. Unemployment is realistically
at least 60%. In a ‘hire and fire’ anti-trade union culture, few permanent real jobs
are being created and the pattern of employment has changed since 1991, from
permanent jobs to part-time and casual employment. Dr. Neo Simutanyi of the Insti-
tute of Economic and Social Research, University of Zambia, commenting on the
Zambian National Budget presented to parliament on 28 January 2005, which
follows IMF prescriptions for higher taxes on consumers and manufacturing in order
to reach HIPC status, writes: ‘With an almost decimated manufacturing industry, tiny
formal sector …, depressed construction industry, high unemployment, unproduc-
tive informal sector, the economy is not only in crisis, but its people live in poverty
… the majority of the Zambian people cannot afford thee meals a day, cannot pay
their children’s school fees nor can they afford health costs’ (Simutanyi, The Post, 7
February 2005). He argues that a government committed to private sector manufac-
turing but with no tax incentives, which are given to the mining sector companies
which can also export their profits so that Zambia benefits hardly at all for its miner-
als and cheap labour, and with cheap imports flooding the market, is in fact destroy-
ing this sector, and asks how Zambia can possibly attract foreign direct investment
under these conditions. Capital flight and closedowns continue. In textiles, the
Zambian manufacturers have also been badly hit by the commercialized ‘salaula’
trade in second-hand clothes donated by charities in Britain and elsewhere. The
latest withdrawal is a Japanese car dealer, Marounuchi, which has relocated to Zimba-
bwe. No structure, form, administration or workers who can survive on their salaries
exists for the development of the crucial small-scale agriculture and agro-industry
sector – there is no adequate pricing, marketing, infrastructure, extension, seed and
fertilizer supply or adequately supported programme for cooperatives, which could
form the basis of a social movement and learning society in the rural and urban areas.
Education has no part to play in the political, economic, social and cultural chaos
and poverty induced in Zambia by the ‘free market’, and the aid, NGO and human
rights industry since 1991.

As globalization has proceeded, SSA has been further marginalized – its share of
world exports and imports has declined, as has foreign direct investment. In any
honest and democratic analysis, commodity prices and the international and domes-
tic terms of trade are fundamental. Can we in reality depend on the sense of social
responsibility of corporations such as Anglo-American ones, on which the British at
the DFID say they rely? An article in the International Herald Tribune on the subject is
subtitled, ‘Philanthropy can be good for business’ (International Herald Tribune, 26
January 2005). Where does the money come from in the first place? Fashionable talk
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602 DAVID ALEXANDER

of corporate social responsibility at Davos in 2005 does not argue that philanthropy
is frequently motivated by the fear that unless something is done to improve the
living standards of the poor there will be a terrible social disorder threatening the
wealth of the rich. The International Financial Institutions (IFIs) insist that African
countries must open their economies to ‘free trade’ formulae and reduce govern-
ment expenditure through deep cuts in the civil service (including much needed
Zambian nurses, doctors and teachers who are being recruited to Britain), public
expenditure, education, health and social services and any food subsidies, while the
USA and the European Union protect their farmers through subsidies and tariffs
from African competition. Free trade, as Benjamin Mkapa, President of Tanzania,
argued at the Davos meeting in January 2005, is little more than a cleverly argued
scheme for the promotion of US agriculture and industry. Structural Adjustment
Programmes, known popularly in Zambia as ‘Stomach Adjustment Programmes’,
and unfavourable commodity prices, now mean that out of 500 million people in
SSA, 300 million are in absolute poverty. Education and health services built up by
the Kenneth Kaunda and Robert Mugabe governments have been largely destroyed
by ‘free market’ dogma and the obscene term ‘cost-sharing’ with the poor. Condi-
tions in Zambia and Zimbabwe are of course different, but after the labour move-
ment in Zambia played a major role in the election of the Movement for Multi-Party
Democracy (MMD) to power, expecting that unions had nothing to fear, and the
application by the ex-leader of the ZCTU President Frederick Chiluba of full-blown
Washington-consensus IFI recommendations for ten years, what we are witnessing
in Zambia today is an increase in poverty, the rape of its economy and
the recolonization of its people, land and resources. The Zambia Post editorial in
November 2003 comments that: ‘Unless Zambia’s creditors act swiftly to write off
our debts very little, if not nothing, will be achieved economically, socially and polit-
ically in this country. Even under the HIPC status, one third of our country’s budget-
ary expenditure will be allocated to external debt servicing, dwarfing the already
very limited resources available for investment in human development … nine times
as much on debt servicing as on basic public health; four times as much on debt as
on primary education’ (Zambia Post, November 2003). The role of the IFIs in every
country, until recently basically controlled by the US Treasury, is to impose market
rules which release the market from the social and cultural restraints that exist in
every society. They can do this only so long as they are immune from the pressures
of democratic political life. The evidence is that these economic conditions do not
promote democracy and that the market is its deadly rival.

A senior Zambian trade union leader said to me three years ago, ‘If the West will
not accept our exports at reasonable prices we will export ourselves.’ The late and
much missed Willie Kasase, in his education report for the ZCTU in 1993, wrote: 

The most important challenge in our era is finding ways and means to enable
workers to survive the realities of the Structural Adjustment Programme which
has brought untold misery and poverty on peasants and workers in Zambia.
Changes taking place in the political, social and economic life of the country
need to be carefully studied and thoroughly understood by workers and union
leaders so that we manoeuvre through the situation in a much more rational
and positive way if our newly founded democracy is to be safeguarded. To this
effect workers’ education is going to play an important role in consolidating
democracy.
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Another Zambian senior trade unionist told me: ‘Workers’ education must go
towards the goal of understanding the New World Order in order to deal with it and
challenge it locally.’ But a colleague remarked that, ‘Things have gone so far I can
no longer see a way forward.’

I will begin a discussion of Zimbabwe’s attempt to build a learning society with
one young Zimbabwean. He was chosen and sent out of Southern Rhodesia by his
family in the 1970s, while the liberation war against Ian Smith’s illegal rebellion
against British sovereignty was at its height, to gain an education while others
fought. His father was a school headmaster, having broken away from white mission-
aries and formed his own church school. His intellectually outstanding brother,
later to become a prominent cabinet minister, was in a Smith prison with Robert
Mugabe. Britain was the sovereign power but Zanu-PF and Zapu was doing its job by
opposing the illegal Smith regime. Economic sanctions were not effective and were
hurting Zambia more than Britain. The young Zimbabwean reached Edinburgh
University in 1977 from New Delhi to write his doctorate, for which I was his super-
visor. He was an excellent student and finished his thesis within three years, in time
to return to an independent Zimbabwe in 1980. He had been joined by his then
wife, who had been a nurse for the liberation forces. While in Edinburgh she worked
as a nurse tutor at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. Giving a talk on the war at an
Edinburgh secondary school to a sceptical audience, he asked the students what
they would do if a small group of well-armed African settlers came and took over
ownership of land and set up a government over the native Europeans to replace
their own, including an alien education system and language. The students replied
that they would fight. He said: ‘Yes and that is what we are doing.’ The students
applauded. In 1980 we were listening to the outcome of Independence talks on the
radio in my office. We both said simultaneously: ‘What about the land?’ And this
is still the central issue as it is in South Africa. On his return to an independent
Zimbabwe, he became a principal in teacher education colleges. He turned a teach-
ers’ college into a university, where he is now Pro-Vice Chancellor. His work repre-
sents a struggle for a learning society in which the struggle for an independent
critical curriculum against reactionary forces is clear.

Dr. Robert Mugabe, like other politicians, has his faults and the view of a senior
ally is that Zanu-PF should since 2001 have taken the opportunity to renew itself. He
is under such severe external pressure that he is probably tempted to continue the
military mode of the liberation struggle. But he is an elected president and demon-
strably not a racist or xenophobic, as portrayed in the media. To say that he is xeno-
phobic is venal in the context of his good treatment of white farmers from 1980
when, despite British government opposition and intimidation of Zanu-PF voters,
Zanu-PF won an overwhelming election victory. Since then there have been four
parliamentary elections and as I write in Harare in early March, we now approach
the fifth on 31 March 2005, in a much more peaceful mode than the much praised
elections held in Iraq at the end of January. The point however is not to defend
Mugabe, although this has significance in the context of his demonization in the
media, but to address the central unfinished business of the strategic land issue. The
war of liberation in Zimbabwe was very much about land, which has a cultural and
spiritual significance as well as commercial value. Until recently, 4200 white farmers,
together with corporations and a few black farmers, owned 70% of the best arable
land. They did not crop more than 30% of it or stock more than 50% of grazing
land. Seventy percent of the population were on the poorest land, in communal
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604 DAVID ALEXANDER

areas which are overused and overcrowded. It should be recalled that over 70% of
Zimbabwe’s basic food crops come from African farmers in these areas, while large
farms were massively under-utilized. This would be a major destabilizing factor in
any country (except perhaps in Scotland, and even there it is now becoming a public
issue – some of the same landowners are involved in Zimbabwe). Which other coun-
try would tolerate it 20 years after independence? What is happening in Zimbabwe,
and fast-track land reform, which takes away land from white farmers and allocates
it to native Zimbabweans, is a result of the long delay in finding a consensual way of
transferring some of the land of white farmers and companies whose property rights
flow from dispossession. Is there a real possibility of equitable and democratic land
redistribution in the whole of Southern Africa?

During and after the formation of the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC)
in September 1999, led by Morgan Tsvangarai and Gibson Sibanda of the ZCTU
(Zimbabwe), the labour movement has been marginalized by neo-liberal elements,
NGOs, human rights groups, donors, churches, a Trotskyist (now expelled) and
white farmers. The fragile nature of this coalition, united only perhaps in opposition
to Mugabe, is demonstrated in the failure of recent strikes and stay-aways and very
low voter turnout in local government elections and parliamentary by-elections in
2003. In its editorial comment on voter apathy, the Zimbabwe Financial Gazette, which
is critical of Mugabe and Zanu-PF, on 4/9/2003 remarks that ‘there is a pall of doubt
over the effectiveness of the mushrooming parasitic civic organizations that have
been living off donor funds’ (Zimbabwe Financial Gazette, 4 September 2003). (It is
worth mentioning at this point that despite contrary reports in the Western media
on government censorship, there are three weekly newspapers published in Zimba-
bwe which are highly critical of the Zanu-PF government. These are The Standard,
The Independent and the Zimbabwe Financial Gazette. The latter is a newspaper with
high standards of critical political, financial and analytical journalism, the equal of
which would be hard to find in the UK.) Under legislation currently going through,
all NGOs would be required to register with a regulatory council and foreign funds
restricted to local NGOs. Eddie Cross, a white business man who is an economics
spokesman for the MDC, has produced a largely neo-liberal economic programme
welcomed by the IMF. Can such a coalition hold? Can the MDC be trusted to deal
equitably with land redistribution? In the June 2000 elections of the 57 MDC seats
(now 55 after by-elections), perhaps only eight could be said to directly represent
trade union or labour movement interests and there is disagreement about who
should be holding leading party positions. In the presidential elections in 2002,
Mugabe received 56% and Tsvangarai 42%, reflecting worker uncertainty and lack
of trust in the MDC. These elections, though marred by some violence, were seen as
legitimate by the South African observer team, though not, controversially, by the
Commonwealth observer team. Support for the MDC has come from the Zimbabwe
Democratic Trust, made up of made up of British, US and Rhodesian business men
with interests in mining, energy and land. Patrons include former British Foreign
Secretaries Howe, Hurd and Rifkind. Sir John Collins, Rhodesian-British chair of a
UK power company, is a member, as was Chester Crocker, the former US Roving
Ambassador to Africa. The Trust exists to promote the interests of international
companies and substantial commercial interests.

Over the last few years, the British government, the European Union, the USA
and the white Commonwealth have significantly contributed to economic deterio-
ration in Zimbabwe, through declared and undeclared economic sanctions, which
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BEYOND A LEARNING SOCIETY? ZAMBIA AND ZIMBABWE 605

adversely affected the basic conditions of life for the majority. In the USA, the
Zimbabwe Democracy and Economic Recovery Act sponsored by Senator Jesse
Helms, a supporter of Ian Smith, was signed into law by Bush at the height of the
land crisis, despite the objections of Zimbabwe and the Southern African Develop-
ment Community (SADC).These sanctions, together with severe drought, have
made a major contribution to the present human and economic situation. The IFIs
withdrew loans and balance of payments support and Zimbabwe could draw on no
major lines of credit. What are Zimbabweans learning?

On 3 March 2005, in a farewell speech to President Nujoma of Namiba, who retires
this month, President Mugabe thanked Nujoma for his support in the correction of
historical imbalances in land distribution in Zimbabwe by returning the land to its
rightful owners: ‘I am pleased to inform you that the land reform programme is now
virtually complete and irreversible … the emphasis is now on ensuring the overall
success of the programme through effective land utilisation, the provision of draught
power, agricultural inputs and the necessary extension services to the newly resettled
farmers’ (Mugabe,The Herald, 4 March 2005). Over 150,000 families have been reset-
tled to date. In the same speech, Mugabe said that the SADC election principles and
guidelines, which Zimbabwe had helped to draw up, had been implemented for the
31 March elections, commenting that detractors were already using the principles
and guidelines to discredit the elections in advance. British Prime Minister Blair has
admitted that he works closely with the MDC to bring about ‘regime change’ in
Zimbabwe, and the European Union has extended sanctions on Zimbabwe after Brit-
ish persuasion. The Herald (4 March 2005) reports that on 1 March 2005, during
Foreign Office Questions in the House of Commons, Michael Ancram, the Shadow
Foreign Secretary, claimed that the opposition in Zimbabwe was being mistreated
and that ‘quiet diplomacy and quiet words with the High Commissioner [sic] from
Zimbabwe are simply not enough.’ The Conservative MP Michael Jack was more
specific, saying there was no sign that the 31 March election would be free and fair,
and appears to recommend invasion: ‘Given the resources that were mobilised in
Iraq to ensure that the democratic voice of those people were heard, what similar
force is going to be deployed to ensure that those in Zimbabwe are going to have
their say at the general election?’ What motivates these irresponsible outbursts, which
are threats to the sovereignty of Zimbabwe, and what really hurts Tory and New
Labour MPs is, after prolonged delay, the irrevocable and irreversible return of land
from those who dispossessed the inhabitants to the original owners. Land title and
access, democracy conflated with the market, Western pressure, donor intervention,
economic and political conditionalities, the rolling back of the state in weaker coun-
tries, falling commodity prices, the terms of trade, debt and interest payment, civil
society influenced by external donors and NGOs, and the socially devastating effects
of SAPs all come together in Zimbabwe with the central crucial issue of land redis-
tribution. Despite the Lancaster House Agreement in 1979–1980 and the UNDP
agreement on equitable land reform in 1998, the British and US governments have
been reluctant to contribute appropriate funds not only for compensation costs to
white farmers but also to the much more expensive costs of resettlement for African
farmers in terms of infrastructure, credit, agricultural extension, markets, seeds and
fertilizer, for which the Zimbabwe government does not have the resources it needs.
The British international development minister Clare Short wrote a letter to Kumbi-
rai Kangai, Zimbabwean Minister for Agriculture and Land, on 5 November 1997,
saying: ‘I should make it clear that we do not accept that Britain has a special
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606 DAVID ALEXANDER

responsibility to meet the costs of land purchase in Zimbabwe.’ Thabo Mbeki writes
in New African, February 2004, that: ‘With everything having failed to restore the land
to its original owners in a peaceful manner, a forcible process of land redistribution
perhaps became inevitable.’ It may well be that land is not always going to the people
who need it most and can best use it. There are problems of lack of credit, infrastruc-
ture, seed and fertilizer and as in Zambia the rains may not be enough for good
harvest this year. There are, however, now some signs of recovery in the Zimbabwean
economy and the country is still a member of the IMF. The Zanu-PF government now
has, unsurprisingly, a ‘Look East Policy’ and the Zimbabwe Investment Centre will
be conducting three investment promotion missions to China, India and South
Africa – the country’s major source markets. China and India were Zimbabwe’s larg-
est investors in 2003, although in 2004 Australia overtook them. Overall in the last
three years, Asian countries have brought the most investment, with manufacturing
topping the list followed by mining, services, tourism, transport, construction and
agriculture. Air Zimbabwe has established a direct flight to Beijing. Despite the legal
and illegal sanctions put in place over the last five years, which have caused appalling
human suffering, we may be witnessing a home-grown revival with much power in
the hands of an orthodox economist, Dr. Gideon Gono, as governor of the central
bank. A learning society may be emerging, which has had to and is having to deal
with what appear to be dominant reactionary forces, both external and internal. The
task of educators, inside and outside Zimbabwe, is to make a critical analysis of the
central issues available to the majority. (An analysis which differs from that given in
this article is one by Phimister and Raftopoulos 2004.)

Zimbabwe’s suspension from the Commonwealth was extended at the Common-
wealth Heads of Government meeting in Abuja, 5–8 December 2003, causing
Zimbabwe to quit the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth has previously operated
on the basis of consensus. It did not do so on this occasion. Why not? The answers
do not only lie with human rights and good pluralistic governance – they lie with the
land issue. In Uganda, for example, for 18 years opposition politics have been banned,
yet Yoweri Museveni is a favourite of the West. The statement by SADC voices their
‘dissatisfaction, disapproval and total disagreement with the decision to continue with
the suspension of Zimbabwe’, reaffirms their determination to continue to assist the
people of Zimbabwe and refers to the ‘dismissive, intolerant and rigid attitude
displayed by some members of the Commonwealth …’. President Chissano of Mozam-
bique, then chair of the African Union and SADC, said that: ‘This organization did
not reach this decision by consensus. It is all undemocratically done.’ White farmers
have been treated well since Independence and were invited in 1980 by Mugabe to
join Zimbabwe in unity, despite their previous support for the illegal Smith regime.
Unlike Mugabe, Smith – who was responsible for 60,000 deaths during the war and
promised that there would be no black rule for a thousand years – is not demonized
in the British press. He is instead provided with kith and kin sympathy, retains his
farm in Zimbabwe and, on a visit to Britain, was given dinner at the House of
Commons. White farmers have not voluntarily shared their underutilized land,
though some have told me that they have been better treated by the Zanu-PF govern-
ment than by the racist Smith regime. But most switched their support to the MDC.

So Mugabe can claim that the MDC is a front for white and business interests and
for the inequitable distribution of land. He does not feel that he needs lectures on
democracy from ‘that narrow little fellow’ Blair or from the USA. He remarked on the
controversy surrounding English cricket tours of Zimbabwe that he understood that
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BEYOND A LEARNING SOCIETY? ZAMBIA AND ZIMBABWE 607

the English thought that playing cricket turned men into gentlemen: ‘if so by all
means let them come and play.’ A major fear in the West is the land issue in South
Africa, where over 80% is owned by whites and corporations. Only slow progress is
being made in land redistribution: 3% since 1994. Fast-track reform in Zimbabwe
makes the stock exchange in Johannesburg tremble and much more violence has
been experienced by white farmers in South Africa than in Zimbabwe. The South
African farmers’ union AGRIC-SA reports 142 white farmers killed in 2000 and 140
in 2001, with 906 and 970 attacked, respectively. On 14 January 2003, a partnership
of landowners, government officials, academics and security analysts sent a docu-
ment to the government’s Commission on Farm Attacks and Rural Security, warning
that there could be no rural security without land reform. ‘We are rapidly running
out of time to prevent full-blown confrontation and violence in rural South Africa.’

In the absence of equitable land reform developments in South Africa and possi-
bly Namibia could unfortunately make events in Zimbabwe look like a Sunday
school picnic. In Zambia and Zimbabwe, the struggle to create democratic learning
societies depends on the efforts of educators to develop critical curricula in alliance
with progressive social movements. The courage displayed by so many is overwhelm-
ing, despite the enormous difficulties. The fear is that the rich culture, knowledge
base and intellectual potential may be in danger from poverty, unemployment,
exploitation and disease. The dominant neo-liberal agenda and its human agents
have much to answer for.

Postcript

Results of 31 March 2005 elections in Zimbabwe. 

We work closely with the MDC on the measures that we should take in respect
of Zimbabwe … to put pressure for change on the Mugabe regime’ (Tony
Blair, House of Commons, 14 June 2004; Zanu-PF election publicity)

Zanu-PF took 78 seats while MDC took 41 seats. The only independent to win was
Professor Jonathan Moyo, former Zanu-PF Government Information Minister, which
is an indication of the splits and quarrels taking place in Zanu-PF primaries and
Congress prior to the election. President Mugabe has had much healing work to do
since the election between what are called the ‘old guard’ and the ‘young turks’ in
Zanu-PF, indicating Zanu-PF’s failure to renew itself earlier. Zimbabwe has a parlia-
ment made up of 150 members, of whom 120 are elected and 30 appointed by the
President. This now gives the Zanu-PF majority in parliament the capacity to make
constitutional changes. MDC lost 16 seats to Zanu-PF, including six shadow ministers.
MDC claims the election was stolen and has resolved to lodge 13 test cases and has
threatened mass action. But many observers fear MDC is fast losing its relevance to
the country’s politics, although, in my view, constructively the National Executive
Committee crushed a suggestion that MDC boycott the Sixth Parliament. Welshman
Ncube, the MDC Secretary General, said that: ‘The issue of a parliamentary boycott
was raised by one member but we realized that we should defend and occupy the
democratic space that we won in Parliament.’ Pesident Mugabe, in his election victory
speech, said: ‘I also have a message for the MDC. We have handled this election in
a peaceful way and this should be the basis for our future interaction. We will interact
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608 DAVID ALEXANDER

with them in Parliament to ensure effective debate and that whatever laws need to be
passed are passed … MDC also complied during the elections as we were all tolerant
of one another and I commend them for ensuring that peace reigned.’

There is no doubt that despite the drastic reduction in violence and the largely
peaceful campaign, the electoral process, registers and number of voters turned
away show that there remain irregularities. There was a low turnout at the official
figure of 42%. However both the South African government and the Electoral
Commission Forum of SADC observer missions declared that the elections were free
and fair and complied with SADC guidelines, although the mission leader of SADC,
Victor Tonchi, said more could be done to improve access to the media. The African
Union observer mission was satisfied overall but expressed concerns about the
passive role played by political party agents. Ignoring these observations, Jack Straw,
Condaleezza Rice and the European Union have said the elections were not free
and fair and this must be an embarrassment to MDC in that it makes it difficult for
them to dismiss charges that they are supported by external US and European
powers. Both Zanu-PF and MDC were given state funding for the elections.

On 6 April, the Zambia Post reported basic commodity and fuel increases of 100%
in Zimbabwe (Zambia Post, 6 April). This cannot be accidental. MDC cadres also
went on the rampage. In a statement released on 5 May, the UN Secretary General,
Kofi Annan, said that the elections had been conducted peacefully and that the
Zimbabwean government now had a responsibility to build a climate of confidence
essential for national unity and economic recovery, and this is the post-election
focus of editorials in the critical Zimbabwe Financial Gazette.

On 2 April, President Mugabe was asked if he had any message for Tony Blair. His
reply was: ‘and the message for Mr. Blair is that Zimbabwe will never interfere in the
domestic affairs of Britain …’.
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